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Sales: A profession in flux

A good guide to a profession is the books you can buy about it.

I remember buying a copy of “Who dares sells” when I started out in 

selling, attracted by the promise of ‘selling anything to anyone’. The featured 

Amazon review speaks of the disillusionment many have experienced 

with the early sales educators – all spin and no substance. 

Sales has experienced a bad reputation, not just for “mis-selling” cases, 

but also among frustrated CEOs, who don’t understand why sales leaders 

can’t be more reliable in managing their domains.  The expression “sales 

is an art” says it all: No-one really understands how it works, and 

therefore, no-one can really manage sales organisations like they can 

operations or finance.

Until now that is: The last ten years have seen a sea-change in the 

profession of sales. Our research shows that the old sleazy sales person 

image is fading, and is being replaced by a profession more scientific, 

more researched, more understood, and therefore more ‘manageable, 

and ultimately, more desirable.

“The author brags often about his 

success in selling and espouses 

rambling thoughts lacking any 

clearly defined point. No new 

ground is broken here.”  AMAZON 

reviewer 2000
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The new science of sales

As a ‘research-led sales excellence’ organisation, we see a huge amount of work 

being done to understand and drive sales organisations

Academic institutions are actively researching sales and organisations are being much more 

forensic and scientific in analysing their sales functions.  As mentioned before, books tell an 

interesting story about a profession: Now we see many more research / evidence based sales 

books on the shelves. “Sales Excellence” by Dr. Christian Homburg is a tour de force of academic 

research brought together in one practical, easy to use book. The Journal of Personal Selling & 

Sales Management is the peer-reviewed, respectable home for sales research today.
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But does anyone aspire to be CSO?

Despite this silent revolution in the science of sales, 

how do today’s aspirational professionals see it as a 

career? We sought to find out!

We decided to do our research with MBA students on the 

basis that this group of professionals tend to be aspirational 

and demanding in choosing career paths. We wanted to know 

how they sees sales. Compared to disciplines like finance and 

operations for example, is it respectable? And we also wanted 

to discover how MBA programmes prepare people for running 

a sales organisation: Are business schools keeping pace with 

the change in sales as a profession?

Because of the author’s links with Warwick Business School, 

past and present MBA students were invited to complete a 

short survey to answer these questions. 

In the period of June and July 2015, 90 people responded to 

the survey, and give a very clear message concerning the sales 

profession, and a call to arms for business schools globally. 



Survey Results
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Q1:  Have you ever worked in a sales role?

Who of the survey respondents 

has already worked in sales?

We invited students of all career 

backgrounds to complete the survey.

Two thirds of students already had 

some sales experience, which is 

interesting given that sales is rarely 

promoted in schools as a career / 

profession during career counselling.

Did any of your teachers suggest sales 

as a career to you?

63%

37%

No Yes
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Q2  Are you considering going into a role involving sales or 

business development?

A whopping 75% of MBA students are considering 

a career in sales

Is any more evidence required that the image of the 

profession is changing? If the business community’s elite 

see it as a good outcome from the tough journey that is an 

MBA, then surely the old image of smiley salesman in a 

shiny suit is long gone.

Is this trend sparked off by a much greater interest in start 

ups that have become famous through stellar sales growth? 

Or could it be the rise in consulting as a natural home for 

MBA students, where fee generation is a rite of passage?

Whatever the driver, it’s great news for the profession, as 

the great minds of business apply logic and systematic, clear 

thinking to sales. No Yes

75

25
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Q3 How attractive would it be to become Head of sales, 

Chief sales officer, etc.?

66% of MBA students find this prospecting “interesting or better”

This supports the previous question, albeit more based on aspiration. Given the wide range of job 

options MBAs should face, this result is also highly encouraging for the sales profession. 

22

27

17

32
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interesting

Not interesting 

at all
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Q4 Do you think experience in sales helps a CEO manage 

their organisation more effectively?

Perhaps one reason for sales being considered as a career by MBAs is that it could stand 

them in good stead for the top job: CEO

Clearly respondents believe it is good for CEOs, so it stands to reason that having a sales role on your 

CV does no harm for the future. It is also likely that MBAs recognise that a sales role is synonymous 

with close client contact, a key aspect of creating customer centric, market orientated organisations. 

No, it makes 

no difference

Maybe

Yes, definitely 

an asset
55

30

5
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Q5 How confident do you feel if you had to manage the sales 

function of an organisation?

Normally MBAs are considered a 

confident bunch, so we might not 

expect many to confess to being 

seriously under confident when faced 

with an organisational challenge.

That the majority are confident suggests 

MBAs feel it is a role that lends itself to 

being managed – quite unlike the “black box 

of sales” image alluded to earlier.

It’s perhaps more revealing that 46% feel 

“OK or less”, in terms of confidence. This 

may say more about the current lack of 

sales topics in most MBA curricula – more 

on that later. 

Very confident

22%

Confident

31%

Ok

23%

Not that confident

16%

Very unconfident

7%

Other

1%
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Q6 Which view of sales management is closest to your own?

Fortunately for the business world, not too many students see sales as a dark art! 

In fact the majority view (87%) is much more moderate, with a healthy dose of 

science involved.

This question was important to ask to see how much we have moved on from the ‘cult of the 

individual’ as star sales person. If sales really is a science, then CEOs can reasonably expect to 

set strategic objectives for a sales organisation, just as they would output targets for 

production. It also hints that business schools can introduce sales education, without fear of it 

being seen as a “second rate” subject. And this links nicely with our next question…

“It’s a dark 

art”

4%

“It’s not that well 

understood really”

8%

“It’s a combination of 

art and science”

59%
“It’s a manageable 

science just like 

finance and 

operations”

28%

“I have no idea” 

1%
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Q7:  How well do you think business schools prepare 

students to run a sales organisation?

A quick scan of the UK’s top business schools 

reveals very few actually run specific sales 

excellence electives. 

This probably explains the results we found at 

Warwick, which would undoubtedly be replicated in 

business schools across the country.

Some UK universities have made a start 

(Portsmouth, Dublin ) at undergrad level, but 

compared to the USA with 92 programmes*, we 

have a long way to go. The sales education foundation

has been set up to facilitate this globally.

It has been said that a lack of rigorous academic 

research is to blame for this: Surely this is changing 

now, and the time has come to reassess the 

curriculum. 

4

28

49

19

very well quite well not that well not at all

*www.salesfoundation.org
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Q8:  Do you think business schools should run a specialist 

elective for sales management?

For those unfamiliar with the MBA 

curriculum, students have a number 

of core, mandatory modules, and 

then can choose to study specialist 

areas: Electives.

This cohort of students has given a 

very clear message: Yes Please!

Given the preceding results, this should 

come as no surprise. Many see sales as a 

good route for their career, and a science 

that can be managed. 

The time is right in our opinion then, for 

business schools to jump into the water 

and help educate the next generation of 

sales leaders.

74%

Yes

6% No

17% Maybe

3%                 

It should be 

part of the 

core 

curriculum
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Q9:  Which specific areas do you think MBAs programmes 

should address in sales?

The free text answers given to this 

questions give a highly illuminating 

view of the scope of modern sales 

management. 

It is probably safe to assume these are 

“real world issues” and therefore 

provide an excellent view of what an 

MBA sales curriculum should cover.

The wide ranging nature of the list also 

shows how exciting a specialist elective 

could be; touching strategy, behaviour, 

analysis and functional interfaces. 

How to generate sales from a new start-up

Link to sales and operation planning

Negotiation, presentation, persuasion skills

The psychology of understanding customer needs

Market research, pricing

Cost of sales, margin management

Territory management, how to attack segments

Commission structure, sales process, sizing sales 

forces

64 respondents replied to Q9 –

This is a selection of their replies

The management of sales budgets

SFE solutions mixed with more detail, how to 

link to marketing, OB and business intelligence



Summary

63% of students have already had a role in sales

75% are considering a role in sales

66% find the prospect of being CSO “potentially 

interesting / interesting / very interesting”

55% find that a role in sales is useful for a CEO in 

managing their organisation

45% are “OK / not that confident / very unconfident” if 

asked to manage a sales organisation

87% feel sales management is either a mixture of art / 

science or a science just like finance or operations

68% feel that business schools prepare students for sales 

management “not that well / not at all”

74% believe business schools should run a specialist sales 

elective
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Conclusions:  Yes, we do want to be 

CSO – help us please!

Rarely does research present a conclusion with so much 

clarity: Clearly sales has “moved on” from the ‘snake oil’ 

image and is seen as an aspirational career by many.  

Business schools have a unique position to set the 

standard: Now is the time to help students master this 

exciting discipline!

The mandate is clear for business schools then. But what about 

the broader population? 

Where MBAs go, others normally follow, so it is reasonable to 

expect that the sales profession generally will attract career 

minded individuals who want to get involved in what is becoming 

a truly exciting and dynamic area.

And one day, who knows, maybe even school children will aspire 

to a career in sales, much like becoming doctors, lawyers and 

scientists!
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What does this mean for sales 

professionals?

For those in the profession already, we believe these 

trends represent a great opportunity and a potential 

threat. If a career gains kudos, then it can only be a 

good thing. 

Plus, sales managers have so many more tools and 

resources at their disposal to drive performance. On 

the other hand, those who do not keep pace with the 

rapid growth in research and insights risk being outsold 

by their competitors who do.

For this reason, we think it is essential that sales 

managers & organisations educate themselves 

without delay in the huge variety of tools and 

methods available now in the profession.  We have 

included a recommended reading list in this report to help 

you get started.
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4 crucial books for sales professionals

You won’t find these in the airport book store…which is good news, because your 

competitor probably doesn’t have them yet!

Customer Relationship Management
Francis Buttle & Stan Maklan

A tour de force concerning the selection, retention

and development of profitable customers

Key Account Management
Diana Woodburn & Malcom MacDonald

Quite simply the best book available on this subject

– essential reading for senior managers too!

Sales Excellence
Christian Homburg, Heiko Schäfer & Janna Schneider

Not really sure what sales excellence means? Read this! 

A brilliant balance of evidence based thinking and practical tools to apply today

Cracking the Sales Management Code 
Jason Jordan & Michelle Vazzana

A researched backed clear text on how to make metrics work for you – invaluable!
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Survey methodology

90 respondents answered the survey which was open in June & July 2015. Respondents were 

from Warwick Business School and included a mix of current and past students, invited from a 

broad range of sources for variability, including social media, the university’s internal learning 

portal and email invites to past students. The survey was completed on-line.

Respondents came from a broad range of career backgrounds. Just under 1/3 came from a 

commercial management background, the remaining 2/3 were from generalist or expert non-

commercial roles – see chart below for split. Respondents also came from multiple study 

formats i.e. Full time, distance learning and executive MBA.

0.0% 10.0% 20.0% 30.0% 40.0%

consultant

general management

IT

technical / operations

project manager

commercial management

other
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Comments on the Linked-in survey discussion

“I have been saying for 20+ years that universities, 

Warwick in particular, should have strategic sales 

modules in MBA / MSc programmes. Post my MSc 

in 1984, I spent 15 fantastic years in the sales 

profession, then moved into sales training for 

consultants.” 

“Interesting stuff. Sales still suffers from a poor 

image, whether that’s driven by the shiny suit / 

Cortina image of old, or the call centre of today. 

Many years ago I joined the Institute of Sales & 

Marketing Management, as I felt it might elevate 

the perceptions, but I felt it never did. An MBA led 

route may well be better.

“What I find really 

interesting is the mashup 

of customer intelligence, 

sales process optimisation 

and automation. 

There’s so much 

opportunity for conversion 

improvement and cost 

cutting when you go 

deeply into it.
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We are ready to help you: Introducing the world class sales 

organisation

Based on our own research database 

of over 800 sales best practices, peer-

reviewed academic papers and our 

own client based work (Over 150 

sales improvement projects) we have 

built a  blue print for creating world 

class sales organisations.

This includes a 100-point on-line sales 

excellence diagnostic that you can use to 

assess your own sales organisation.

Contact 

anderson.hirst@sellinginteractions.com

to find out more
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